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Welcome
 

Window dressings are more than just a finishing touch 
to a decorating scheme. They can anchor an entire look 
at the same time as controlling the light and providing 
privacy.

You can choose from curtains, shutters and many 
different types of blinds such as Romans, rollers, 
venetians, verticals or pleated and the different design 
choices and practical benefits they offer.

Consider the type of treatment that suits your window 
and room style – roller blinds are chic and simple,
made from a stiffened fabric that simply rolls up or
down. Roman blinds give a more luxe feel with fabric
that hangs flat when closed and forms attractive pleats
when raised. Verticals provide excellent privacy and
work particularly well on large windows and
patio doors.

Curtains can give your home a fresh new look and
can often provide the inspiration and starting point
for a scheme.

Discover The Aquarius Collection

Epitomising designer style at affordable prices, The 
Aquarius Collection of Roman blinds, Curtains, Rollers 
and Verticals is inspiring and inventive and at the same 
time, fashion-led yet timeless.  From the simplicity 
of Scandinavian prints to modern and classic florals, 
geometrics and the beauty of nature, neutral and bold 
colour palettes, this is an exciting collection of versatile 
designs and stunning colour combinations.
 
So be inspired, feel inventive and get creative so that
you can bring that interior design style into your
own home.
 
Enjoy browsing this brochure for inspiration, design
ideas and trade secrets.

Our blinds and curtains are hand finished
and made-to-measure in the UK.

Hastings White Roman Blind, Anatolia White Curtains 

Seismic Orange Roller Blind

Front cover pic:

Nomadic Pink Roller Blind with Fuchsia Braid
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A Spectrum of Colour
Each season a fresh new palette of colours explodes on to
the scene, inspiring everything from the fashion we see on
the catwalks to the interior fabrics we see in the design
showrooms. Bringing a pop of colour into your home
can liven up every room in very different ways, and
window dressings are an easy way to achieve this.
So be inspired by the latest hues, take the plunge
and join the colour revolution!

 

Delphinium Caramel  Roman Blind4



Adding the warmth of purple hues, 
whether in plains or a striking pattern, will 
complement soft greys to bring a soothing 
tone to your living space.

A neutral palette of muted solids can 
create a calming mood in any room, but 
works particularly well in the bedroom. 
Work in some interesting textures and 
light reflecting surfaces to lift the base 
note of the browns & greys.

Teal Appeald

Aruba Teal Roman Blinds 

Frazier Charcoal Roller Blind Constantine Purple Roman Blind

Liquid Bronze Warm Periwinkle 

Teal is a gloriously rich hue that’s heading 
up the style stakes. Geometrics are also a 
real design statement this season.

A vibrant splash of bright orange 
will liven up your neutrals, bringing 
a fresh tangy twist to your home.

Citrus Orange

Orangery Wood Venetian 
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Aquarius 
Collection
of Curtains
and Roman 
Blinds 

 

 

 

Classic stripes, the
English country garden, 
geometrics, Scandi and nature 
inspired patterns are hot news 
this season, and our Aquarius 
collection of Roman blind and 
curtain fabrics fit these trends 
perfectly. Alternatively tap 
into the fashion for texture 
with a neutral colour palette.

Anatolia Grey Curtains
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Verbier Grey Curtains 

 Artisan Chartreuse Roman Blind,
Klara Chartreuse Curtains

• Over 162 fabrics all available as Roman   
 blinds, curtains, cushions, valances,
 & tiebacks, for a perfectly co-ordinated look
•  3 heading styles – eyelet, pinch pleat and
     pencil pleat
• Extensive range of curtain poles, tie-backs,   
 finials and tracks
• Hand-finished to a high standard to ensure
 a perfect made-to-measure fit

When dressing large windows the 
scale of pattern is critical. Too large 

a print can overpower, too small 
looks fussy and will blend into the 

background.

Sheba Red Roman Blind, Camellia Red Curtains

Why we love them

trade
SECRET
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Using co-ordinating Roman blinds 
and curtains around your front door 
can make a stylish design statement 
whilst offering the practical benefits

of keeping extra heat in.

trade
SECRET
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Liberty Plum Roman Blind, Joplin Plum Curtain & tie back



Clashing prints whilst keeping to a co-ordinated 
colour palette will make your living space look 
vibrant, on trend and stylish.

Sea Stripe Cherry Roman Blind Joplin Aqua Roman Blind, Alva Aqua Curtains

Anatolia Moss Roman Blinds 

trade
SECRET

Botanical Garden Sage Roman Blind,
Margot Fresh Cream Curtains
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The Aquarius roller fabric 
collection is at home in all 
types of settings from the 
shabbiest of chic to the 
minimalist of cool! They 
can be purely functional 
where perhaps too much 
light is an issue, or used 
for their stylish and 
decorative qualities.

Aquarius 
Collection 
of Roller 
Blinds

Illusions Green Roller Blind
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Why we love them

• More than 250 fabric choices
•  A roller in a sheer fabric is a perfect
 alternative to a net curtain
• A wide selection of blackout options
•  More then half of fabrics are matched
 in the verticals collection
•  Personalise with a great choice of
 braids, pulls or pom poms!
 

Cameline White Roller Blinds 
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Rollers are a stylish 
alternative to net curtains 

that give your home a 
sleek, high-end look both 

inside and out. 

trade
SECRET

Willersley Graphite Roller Blind
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Elipse Roller Blind
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A bold geometric print
gives a contemporary 

edge to any room.

trade
SECRET
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Practical, multipurpose 
and stylish, our Aquarius 
Collection vertical blinds 
have enormous pulling 
power with chic appeal.
Available in contemporary 
prints, bold colours, sheers 
and interesting weaves 
adding a wow factor
to your windows.

Aquarius Collection
of Vertical Blinds 

Moire Teal Vertical Blinds
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Why we love them

 •  Perfect for sloping and awkward
 shaped windows
 • Ideal for patio windows
     and French doors
 • Great for bay or bow windows     
     using a curved headrail
 • Easy clean PVC fabrics for kitchen  
     or bathroom
 • Over 230 fabric choices. Blend
     with existing décor or make a         
     real design statement with
     bold fabrics
 • Co-ordinate with the roller
     blind range 

Loop Line Silver Vertical Blinds

15

Ideal for when more light 
control is needed as they 

can easily adapt to block out 
harsh rays or let in gentle 

amounts of sunlight.

trade
SECRET

Memphis Raspberry Vertical Blinds



Sylvan Wood Venetians

Colours Orangery Wood Venetian

The Sylvan wood collection features four stunning 
ranges. From the natural wood stains and painted 
shades of Sherwood, contemporary eggshell or 
gloss finishes in Heritage to the eye-popping tones 
in Colours and perfect imperfection of  Rustic, the 
colour palette reflects and complements the latest 
interior trends. 
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Why we love them

•  Four stunning ranges to choose from:
 Rustic, Heritage, Colours (50mm only)
 & Sherwood
•  Choose from 4 slat widths in Sherwood
 25, 35, 50 and 63mm
•  39 slat colours, in natural wood and
 painted finishes
•  Colour co-ordinated headrails, cords
 and ladder braids
•  Matching valance and cord pulls
•  Larger blinds fitted with our ‘easilift’ system
•  Made from timbers grown in sustainable
 forests
 

Light, bright airy spaces create a 
sense of calm and well-being. Wood 
venetians are a lovely modern choice 

for windows, especially those that 
face out onto a busy street as the slats 

can be adjusted for privacy but still
let in plenty of light.

Colours Peacock Wood VenetianHeritage High Shine White Wood Venetian

trade
SECRET

Sherwood Dark Walnut Wood Venetian
with Earth Tape
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Rustic Twig Venetian with Earth Tape

Colours Kiwi

Heritage Anthracite 

Sherwood Quartz with
cherry tape

Heritage Gloss White18



Wood
Expressions
They look just like wood but are 
made from PVC, which makes them 
especially perfect for use in kitchens 
and bathrooms as they’re moisture 
resistant, easy to wipe clean and
flame retardant.
 

Why we love them

•  A choice of 7 wood effect (38, 50, 63mm),
 slat widths and 5 painted solid finishes  
 (50mm slat widths)
•  Ideal for bathrooms / kitchens and
 humid environments
•  Hard-wearing, so good in high
 traffic areas
•  Cost effective
•  Matching tapes from Sherwood range

Expressions Oakwood 

Some blinds can behave badly in 
bathrooms where there are high 
levels of humidity. Our faux wood 

blinds are an economical and practical 
way to get the look of wood blinds 

but with all the benefits of
moisture-resistant PVC. 

 

trade
SECRET
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Metal Venetians

Practically perfect in every way the venetians 
collection is a diverse, up to the minute mix of bold 
bright colours, contemporary patterns, cool metallics, 
earthy tones and gorgeous shimmer effects.

Fern Green Metal Venetians20



Why we love them

•  Available in up to 4 different slat widths
 with 115 colourways to choose from
•  Perfect for bathrooms and kitchens
• Lightweight and hard wearing
•  Choose PerfectFit for homes with
 young children
• Unity venetians combine wood with   
  metal for an unusual contemporary     
 concept

Metal venetians are perfect for 
bathrooms and kitchens or any room 
that’s likely to get particularly warm 
or steamy - especially our wood print 

finish range which combines the 
practicality of aluminium blinds with 

the look of natural wood. Electric Aqua Metal  Venetians

Scottish Pine Aluwood Venetians

trade
SECRET
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Pleated
Blinds
With almost 
limitless versatility, 
pleated blinds 
filter the light 
beautifully, are a 
stylish alternative 
to net curtains and 
neatly fold away 
to give maximum 
control of light in 
your home.

Ministripe Lime Pleated Blinds22



Why we love them

•  Available with a pearlised coating to help  
 keep heat in during the winter and your  
 room cooler when it hots up
• Neat pleats give a lovely effect that   
 creates a cosy feel
•  Over 160 beautiful fashion-led fabrics
• Can be fully opened to give a clear view
 of outside  

Sheer pleated blinds are a perfect 
modern alternative to net curtains. 
Team ‘neat pleats’ with lightweight

curtains for a soft but streamlined look.

Messina Pleated Blinds, Margot Fresh Cream Curtains

Sapota Monochrome Pleated Blinds

trade
SECRET
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Why we love them

* 100’s of different fabrics and colour ways  
 to choose from
*  Gives enhanced privacy and insulation as  
 they ‘hug’ the window
* Rollers, pleated or metal venetians can be  
 fitted in a PerfectFit frame
* No drilling or screwing
* Perfect for conservatories too 

As there are no cords, blinds in a 
PerfectFit frame are perfect for 

children’s bedrooms.

PerfectFit
Blinds
For a window dressing 
that’s contemporary, 
sleek, child safe and 
requires no drilling to 
fit, consider a roller, 
venetian or pleated 
blind in a PerfectFit 
frame. This is a system 
that’s suitable for 
most double glazed 
windows and doors.

Mirabel Navy Pleated Blinds in a PerfectFit frame

trade
SECRET
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Child Safe 
We are proud to support the Make it Child 
Safe campaign. We are committed to 
ensuring that free child safety devices are 
available for all looped blind cords and 
chains in homes where babies or young 
children live or visit.

Skylight 
Windows 

      
 

Why we love them

 • These rollers can be made  
 to fit almost any skylight  
 window
 
•  Over 220 different fabrics  
 including blackout roller  
 options 

Skylight windows 
are often used to 
create lighter rooms, 
but they still need 
window dressing for 
practical and stylish 
reasons.

Acacia Sage Roller Blind
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Conservatory 
Blinds
 

Cool and calm, contemporary 
and chic, or warm and cosy. 
It’s incredible what the right 
blinds can bring to your 
conservatory or glass room 
extension, from privacy and 
warmth to a totally new way 
of using your space.

Rochelle Green Pleated Blinds26



Always go for one 
blind per glazing panel 

wherever possible - 
smaller blinds are easier 

to operate, will last 
longer and are more 

reliable, plus when done 
in the roof, the design 

which gives the character 
of the conservatory is 

maintained.

     

Why we love them

• Over 110 pleated  
 fabrics including   
 luxurious jacquards,  
 sheers & black out
•  Special pearlised   
 coatings available
 on pleated blinds
•  A full range of roof
 shaped blinds to suit
 every conservatory
• Wand operated
 roof blinds
• A complementary  
 range of fabrics for  
 the roof and sides
• Any blind type can be  
 fitted around the sides  
 of a conservatory

Creped Mauve Pleated Blinds

Albany Chocolate Pleated Blinds

trade
SECRET
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Shutters
The Sandringham
shutter  collection is
an inspired choice
of chic and 
contemporary styles
that will add an 
exciting dimension 
to any number of 
different schemes.

Phoenix Silverleaf  Shutters28



Choose café style for a stylish 
and cost effective solution that 
only puts shutters partway up 

the height of the windows. This 
creates privacy at the lower 

level and allows plenty of light 
to flood through the top of 

the window creating a lovely 
continental feel that looks great 

in kitchens and living areas.

Shutters in the bathroom create 
a lovely European feel, so our 
waterproof Vienna range is

just perfect.

Why we love them

• Available in 5 wood types; five  
 shutter styles & 117 paint &   
 stain finishes
• Choice of natural wood, neutral  
 and painted shades
• Over 2000 customised options,  
 to match your own colour   
 scheme
•  4 louvre widths – 47mm, 64mm,  
 89mm and 114mm
• Full height, tier-on-tier,  café   
 style or shaped shutters
•  A Vienna waterproof range for  
 bathrooms, wet rooms and   
 kitchens
•  Bespoke and made to measure  
 to fit awkward or unusual shaped  
 windows
•  Fully guaranteed for 3 years

Classic Silk White Shutters

Grovewood Wall Grey Shutters

trade
SECRET

trade
SECRET
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Designer Details

Once you have decided on which window 
dressing suits your style you can really 
make it your own and choose from our 
great range of accessories. They can help 
turn a simple, plain style into something 
really special that becomes the focus point 
of the room.

Adding a personal touch to 
your interior décor makes it 
feel very special. Be inspired, 

feel inventive and get creative!

trade
SECRET

Sylvan Wood and 
Expressions faux wood 
venetians
 
Co-ordinating or contrasting tapes available on 
Wood Expressions and Sylvan wood ranges of 
venetian blinds

Savana Grey Tape

Rustic Flecked Sylvan venetian with Earth Tape30



Acacia Dawn Grey Roller Blind
with Sequin Braid

Glisten Rust Roller Blinds with EyeletsTamara Monochrome Roller Blind with Pom Pom Braid

Rollers
Like a gorgeous handbag or a chic pair of 
shoes, the perfect finishing touch from fun 
pom poms to sophisticated sequins, can 
make all the difference.  

Curtains
Finials go on the end of curtain poles and can provide different looks that 
can be easily changed whenever you fancy a new style. Tie backs are used 
to pull back the curtains to let more light in or frame a pretty view.

Curtain Poles Matching Tie back
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